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Series Description

This series consists of National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Headquarters Office of Education files on the Space Shuttle Student Involvement Project (SSIP) supporting policy studies and analysis; files on program development; correspondence, and memoranda between NASA officials, private sources, and other U.S. Government agencies; records of official meetings; oral histories and speeches given before various organizations. Specifically, this series contains correspondence files; reports; meeting files; speeches; student-created Space Shuttle payloads; Federation of Americans Supporting Science and Technology (FASST); and
NASA educational programs.

**General Notes**

NASA official records relating to the Space Shuttle program are held in the National Archives at College Park, MD (HQ); Atlanta, GA (MSFC, KSC, NSTL/SSC, and MAF); and Ft. Worth, TX (JSC).
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**FASST Workshop – 1979**
A Proposal for a Conference on “The Development of a Student Shuttle Program” October 27, 1976
SSIP-C FASST Workshop – 1976 Planning Documents
SSIP-C FASST Workshop – 1979 Proposal & Statement of Work
SSIP-C FASST Workshop – 1979 Publicity
SSIP-C FASST Workshop – 1979 Invitation List
SSIP-C FASST Workshop – 1979 Agenda
SSIP-C FASST Workshop – 1979 Questionnaire
SSIP-C FASST Workshop – 1979 Experimenter Catalog Sheet
SSIP-C FASST Workshop – 1979 Participants
SSIP-C FASST Workshop – 1979 Participant Information Packet
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**FASST Workshop – 1979**
SSIP-C FASST Workshop – 1979 Papers and Presentations
SSIP-C FASST Workshop – 1979 Press Releases
SSIP-C FASST Workshop – 1979 Correspondence
SSIP-C FASST Workshop – 1979 Final Report
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FASST (Fed. of Amer. Supporting Science & Technology
FASST - Historical Interest
FASST Publicity – News clippings
FASST Publicity – Publications
FASST Reports
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**SSIP Planning Documents**
Skylab to Shuttle Student Programs 1972-1980
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SSIP – Planning Documents Educational Services 1975-1979
SSIP Planning Documents Operations Research, Inc.
SSIP Planning Documents ED-PLUSS
SSIP Planning Documents Congressional Support 1976-1982
SSIP Planning Documents Martin Marietta
SSIP Planning Documents Thiokol Corporation
SSIP Planning Documents Amer Inst of Astro & Aero (AIAA)
SSIP Planning Documents Society of Physics Students

Box 5
SSIP Planning Documents
Memo. Of Understanding – L & O 6/26/80
SSIP – Planning Documents Space Sciences
SSIP Planning Documents Assoc. Admin for External Relat.
SSIP Planning Documents Space Transportation Operations
SSIP Planning Documents Space Transportation Systems
SSIP Planning Documents Special Assistant for Stu Act
Space Station Foundation & OAS Student Shuttle Program
SSIP – Planning Documents University Affairs Office

Box 6
SSIP Promotion & Winners
SSIP – Promotion
Toby Levine Communications Inc.
Odyssey
SSIP – Regional Directors
Minority Representation
Nat. Council of Teachers of Math.
Triangle Coalition for Science and Technology Education
SSIP Future Programs
SSIP – Judges
A Proposal for the NASA Space Science Student Involvement Program
SSIP Announcement Posters and Brochures
SSIP Follow Up With Winners 1981-1990
SSIP 1980-81 National Winner and Abstracts
SSIP Finalists 1980-81
Shuttle Student Involvement Proj.

Box 7
SSIP Reports
Support Services to Obtain Sponsors for the Shuttle Student Involvement Program (SSIP) Phase I Final Report September 30, 1984
Support Services for the Shuttle Student Involvement Program (SSIP) Final Report September 30, 1987
NSTA – NASA Shuttle Student Involvement Project Experiment Results: Insect Flight Observation at Zero Gravity
Shuttle Student Involvement Program (SSIP) Lessons Learned Preliminary
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